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ISO 639-3 Registration Authority 
Request for New Language Code Element in ISO 639-3 

This form is to be used in conjunction with a “Request for Change to ISO 639-3 Language Code” form 

Date: 2010-10-28 

Name of Primary Requester: Jan Maksymiuk 

E-mail address: maksymiukj at rferl dot org 

Names, affiliations and email addresses of additional supporters of this request: 
1. Curt F. Woolhiser, preceptor in Slavic Languages and Literatures at Harvard University; 
<cwoolhis at fas dot harvard dot edu>.  2. Jerzy Rubach, professor at the Department of 
Languages of the University of Iowa, professor at the Institute of English Studies of Warsaw 
University; <jerzy hyphen rubach at uiowa dot edu>, <jerzy dot rubach at uw dot edu dot pl>. 3. 
Aleksander Maksymiuk, self-employed programmer in Bialystok (Poland), co-author of the 
Svoja.org website; <info at setpro dot pl>. 

Associated Change request number : 2011-013 (completed by Registration Authority) 
Tentative assignment of new identifier : pdl (completed by Registration Authority) 

PLEASE NOTE: This  completed form will become part of the public record of this change request and the 
history of the ISO 639-3 code set. Use Shift-Enter to insert a new line in a form field (where allowed). 

1. NAMES and IDENTIFICATION 
a) Preferred name of language for code element denotation:  

Podlachian 

b) Autonym (self-name) for this language: 
pudlaśka mova 

c) Common alternate names and spellings of language, and any established abbreviations:  
język podlaski (in Polish); підляська мова (in Ukrainian); падля(ш)ская мова (in 
Belarusian); подляшский язык (in Russian)  

d) Reason for preferred name:  
The language is spoken in the area that has been known since the first half of the 16th 
century as the historical province of Podlachia, which initially belonged to the Grand Duchy 
of Lithuania and was ceded to the Kingdom of Poland in 1569 under the Union of Lublin 
accord. For this historic and geographic reason, Podlachian seems to be an apt name for 
this vernacular. Second, the name "Podlachian dialect" (without specification of the 
language to which this "dialect" belongs) has been sporadically used in Belarusian-
language publications in Podlachian Province with reference to texts published in this 
vernacular. Third, starting from 2005, there has been a purposeful effort made by myself to 
produce a standardized written version of this vernacular under the name of the Podlachian 
language (pudlaśka mova) in both Latin and Cyrillic scripts (in 2007 I launched the 
Svoja.org website (http://svoja.org/) devoted to this effort and defined the term "Podlachian 
language" in phonetic, morphological and orthographical categories). 

e) Name and approximate population of ethnic group or community who use this language (complete 
individual language currently in use):  
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This language is used by inhabitants of Podlachian Province in northeastern Poland, 
particularly by those living between Narew and Bug Rivers in the southern part of the 
province. There is no generally accepted name for users of this language, who prefer to 
indentify themselves by naming their religion -- Eastern Orthodoxy as opposed to Roman 
Catholicism -- rather than naming their ethnicity/nationality. In the last census in Poland in 
2002, which for the first time after WWII included a question about ethnicity (narodowość) 
and another one about language spoken at home, around 32,000 people among the users 
of this language declared their ethnicity as Belarusian and 1,500 identified themselves as 
Ukrainians. Those declaring Belarusian ethnicity identified their language as Belarusian, 
while those declaring Ukrainian ethnicity identified the very same language as Ukrainian. 
However, there is a general awareness among the users of Podlachian that their language 
is neither literary Belarusian nor literary Ukrainian. The census' paradox in Podlachia can 
primarily be explained by the absence of a generally accepted name for this Podlachian 
vernacular. Therefore, people identified their language in accordance with their ethnicity 
identification. To sum it up, Podlachian in several slightly differing dialectal versions is a 
mother tongue for some 35,000 people who identify themselves openly as Belarusians or 
Ukrainians. The number of those who may have concealed their non-Polish ethnic origin 
and Podlachian mother tongue in the 2002 census in Podlachian Provice is not known, but 
some sociological polls taken before the census suggested that this number could be as 
high as 50,000.  

f) Preferred three letter identifier, if available: pdl 

Your suggestion will be taken into account, but the Registration Authority will determine the identifier to be proposed. The 
identifiers is not intended to be an abbreviation for a name of the language, but to serve as a device to identify a given language 
uniquely. With thousands of languages, many sets of which have similar names, it is not possible to provide identifiers that resemble 
a language name in every case. 

2. TEMPORAL DESCRIPTION and LOCATION 
a) Is this a   Living language 

   Nearly extinct/secondary use only (includes languages in revival) 
   Recently extinct language 
   Historical language 
   Ancient language 
   Artificially constructed language 
   Macrolanguage 

(Select one. See explanations of these types at http://www.sil.org/iso639%2D3/types.asp)

For individual languages, also complete: 

b) Countries where used:  
Poland 

c) Region within each country: towns, districts, states or provinces where used. Include GPS 
coordinates of the approximate center of the language, if possible: 
Southern part of Podlachian Province (Voivodship) in Poland, primarily rural areas in the 
eastern half of Bielsk Podlaski District, the western half of Hajnówka District, and the 
eastern half of Siemiatycze District. The approximate center of Podlachian is the town of 
Czyże -- N 52.772509, E 23.422451. 
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d) For an ancient or historical language, give approximate time frame; for a recently extinct language, 
give the approximate date of the last known user’s death 
      

3. MODALITY AND LINGUISTIC AFFILIATION 
a) This language is:   Signed      Spoken      Attested only in writings 

b) Language family, if classified; origin, if artificially constructed:  
East Slavic 

c) Closest language linguistically. For a Macrolanguage, list the individual languages (adopted and/or 
proposed) to be included in its group. For signed language, note influence from other signed or 
spoken languages:  
Ukrainian 

4. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND USE 
a) What written literature, inscriptions or recordings exist in this language? Are there newspapers, 

radio or television broadcasts, etc.?:  
Several collections of poetry have thus far been published in Podlachian, including: 1) Зося 
Сачко, "Над днём похіляна", Беласток 1991; 2) Зоя Сачко, "Шчэ адна вэсна", Беласток 
1995 (http://kamunikat.org/usie_knihi.html?pubid=13852); 3) Зоя Сачко, "Паэмы", 
Беласток 2000 (http://kamunikat.org/usie_knihi.html?pubid=976); Віктар Стахвюк, 
"Багровы цень", Беласток 2002 (http://kamunikat.org/usie_knihi.html?pubid=946), 
bilingual, Belarusian-Podlachian collection. Sačko's collections were set in the Belarusian 
Cyrillic script, while Stachviuk used the Polish Latin script for rendering Podlachian text in 
print. In addition, in 2006 Viktor Stachviuk published in Podlachian a historical and 
ethnographical study of his native village of Trześcianka (Trystianka) in Podlachian 
Province, "Siva zozula" (http://kamunikat.org/usie_knihi.html?pubid=5310), once again 
using a slightly modified version of the Polish alphabet for printing. Texts in Podlachian 
authored by your primary requester have appeared regularly in the monthly "Czasopis" in 
Bialystok since 2008 (http://czasopis.pl/) -- the texts are printed in a modified version of the 
Latin alphabet, which has been adopted for the standardization of Podlachian as a written 
language by the website Svoja.org (http://svoja.org/). Sporadically, texts in Podlachian 
appear in the bimonthly "Над Бугом і Нарвою" (http://nadbuhom.free.ngo.pl/), which is 
published by the Union of Ukrainians in Podlachia (they use the Ukrainian Cyrillic script for 
articles in Podlachian). Sometimes Podlachian can be heard in local radio and television 
programs prepared by journalists of the Belarusian and Ukrainian minorities in Podlachia, 
but only from local people interviewed for those programs, whereas the journalists use the 
literary standards of Belarusian or Ukrainian.  

b) Is this language officially recognized by any level of government? Is it used in any levels of formal 
education as a language of instruction (for other subjects)? Is it taught in schools?:  
Poland's 2005 "Law on national and ethnic minorities and regional language" provides for 
the introduction of the so-called "auxiliary language" (język pomocniczy) in contacts 
between the administration and citizens in the areas inhabited by national and ethnic 
minorities (at least 20 percent of the population of an administrative unit needs to belong to 
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a national or ethnic minority to be allowed such a privilege). There are 10 communes 
(gminy) in Podlachia, where Belarusians (as attested by the 2002 census) account for 
more than 20 percent of the population and where they can claim their legal right to 
address the authorities in their mother tongue. However, a formal problem is that in eight of 
these 10 communes Belarusians speak Podlachian at home, not Belarusian. And 
Podlachian is not mentioned on the list of regional languages included in the 2005 law. 
Therefore, three communes -- Orla, Hajnówka, and Czyże in which Podlachian is used by 
more than 20 percent of inhabitants -- slyly voted for the introduction of "the language of 
the Belarusian minority" as an auxiliary language, without specifying further what language 
they actually had in mind. Thus, we can say that Podlachian was implicitly, but not explicitly, 
recognized officially by the authorities of three communes in Poland's lowest tier of 
administration. But there is another big problem for those communes, and no sly stratagem 
has been found thus far to solve it. The 2005 law also allows such minority communes to 
put the "traditional names" of towns and villages beside Polish names on road signs. An 
effort by councillors of the Orla commune to introduce such bilingual road signs has stuck 
in a controversy how to render the Podlachian traditional names in the Cyrillic alphabet 
which has no appropriate letters for reproducing the three diphtongs that feature 
prominently in the Podlachian vernacular. This controversy is discussed in detail on the 
Svoja.org website (http://svoja.org/1212.html). Podlachian is not used in formal education 
either as language of instruction or subject taught at school, and it's a great pity,of course. 
Otherwise, there would be no problems in placing the traditional names of Podlachian 
towns and villages on road signs, in either the Latin or the Cyrillic alphabets.  

c) Comment on factors of ethnolinguistic identity and informal domains of use:  
 According to the 2002 census, there are some 46,000 Belarusians and nearly 1,500 
Ukrainians living in Podlachian Province. As regards language spoken at home by 
Podlachia's Belarusians, 87 percent of them named Belarusian and 13 percent named 
Polish. But looking at the census's language data broken down by communes, one can see 
that in actual fact, 70 percent of Belarusians live in communes between Narew and Bug 
Rivers and speak some variant of Podlachian, 17 percent live in communes where people 
speak some variant of Belarusian, and 13 percent already lost their mother tongue and 
speak only Polish at home but still maintain their Belarusian identity. Of the 1,500 
Ukrainians, nearly 100 percent said they speak Ukrainian (that is, some variant of 
Podlachian). People speaking Podlachian have in general no problems in identifying 
themselves as Belarusians, even though they are fully aware that their language is different 
from the one spoken by Belarusians north of the River of Narew (where people speak local 
dialects that are very close to standard Belarusian) or from the literary Belarusian which is 
taught at some schools in Podlachia. The main unifying factor for Podlachian-speaking 
Belarusians and Belarusian-speaking Belarusians is not language, but religion (Orthodoxy) 
and common history of living together in one place for many centuries. And there is a 
common historical memory of economic, social, and cultural oppression by Roman Catholic 
Poles. The Belarusian and Podlachian vernaculars in Podlachia are mutually 
understandable, so they breed no feeling of otherness among their users. Podlachian-
speaking Belarusians in the past were even more eager to send their children to Belarusian 
classes at school than their Belarusian-speaking countrymen. The knowledge of literary 
Belarusian became for Podlachian-speaking Belarusians not only an emblem of belonging 
to the Belarusian nation as a whole, but also a means of releasing their creative potential. 
Some of the best Belarusian poetry in Podlachia was written by Podlachian-speaking 
Belarusians. But now, judging by the quality and quantity of Belarusian-language literary 
production in Podlachia, the creativity-inspiring role of the Belarusian language seems to 
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have ended, primarily because of demographic reasons -- just 13 percent of the Belarusian 
community in Podlachia, that is, some 8,000 people, still claim to speak (standard) 
Belarusian at home. But there are still some 32,000 Belarusians who speak several 
variants of Podlachian. Judging by the literary efforts of the above-mentioned Z. Sačko and 
V. Stachviuk, Podlachian native speakers are still capable of producing noteworthy writings 
in their mother tongue. But to make such developments possible, purposeful support for 
Podlachian as a full-fledged written and spoken language is urgently necessary. My 
request to assign a three letter code for Podlachian in ISO 639-3 is a step toward moblizing 
such support both at home and abroad. I am fully aware that Ukrainian linguists classify 
Podlachian dialects as Ukrainian but I also know that, notwithstanding a similar obstacle 
with Ukrainian linguists, an ISO 639-3 code has been assigned to the Rusyn language; and 
Kashubian, although deemed a Polish dialect by Polish linguists, has its ISO 639-3 and 
ISO 639-2 codes as well.  
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
You do not need to repeat sources previously identified in the form, “Request for Change to ISO 639-3 
Language Code” 

a) First-hand knowledge. Describe:  
xxx 

b) Knowledge through personal communication. Describe:  
xxx 

c) Knowledge from published sources. Include known dictionaries, grammars, etc. (please give 
complete bibliographical references):  
xxx 

Please return this form to: 

ISO 639-3 Registrar 
SIL International, Office of Language Information Systems 
7500 West Camp Wisdom Road 
Dallas, Texas 75236 USA 
ISO 639-3/RA web site: http://www.sil.org/iso639-3/default.asp 
Email: iso639-3@sil.org 
An email attachment of this completed form is preferred.  

Further information: 

If your request for a new language code element is supported by the Registration Authority as a formal 
proposal, you may be contacted separately by researchers working with the Ethnologue or with LinguistList 
asking you to provide additional information. 

Sources of documentation for ISO 639-3 identifiers: 

Gordon, Raymond G., Jr. (ed.), 2005. Ethnologue: Languages of the World, Fifteenth edition. Dallas, Tex.: 
SIL International. Online version: http://www.ethnologue.com/ . 

LinguistList. Ancient and Extinct Languages. http://linguistlist.org/forms/langs/GetListOfAncientLgs.html  

LinguistList. Constructed Languages. http://linguistlist.org/forms/langs/GetListOfConstructedLgs.html  


